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ABSTRACT
.
In this work, an automated segmentation approach is presented that performs a FCM (Fuzzy C Means) on
computed tomography (CT) scans to subdivide the lungs into lobes. FCM is used to segment boundary of region
accurately. A marker based watershed transformation is also computed on tomography (CT) scans to subdivide
the lungs into lobes. The cost image for the watershed transformation and FCM is computed by combining
information from fissures, bronchi and pulmonary vessels. Finally identify the best performance of the image
between FCM and watershed transformation. Lung lobe segmentation is relevant in clinical applications
particularly for treatment planning. The location and distribution of pulmonary diseases are important
parameters for the selection of a suitable treatment. Locally distributed emphysema can be treated more effective
by lobar volume resection than homogeneously distributed emphysema. Another application is quantitative
monitoring of pulmonary diseases such as emphysema or fibrosis. A lobe-wise analysis shows the progression of
the disease in more detail.
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INTRODUCTION1
The human lungs are subdivided into five lobes that
are separated by visceral pleura called pulmonary
fissure. There are three lobes in the right lung,
namely upper, middle, and lower lobe. The right
upper and right middle lobe are divided by the right
minor fissure whereas the right major fissure
delimits the lower lobe from the rest of the lung. In
the left lung there are only two lobes, the upper and
the lower lobe, that are divided by the left major
fissure. A characteristic of the pulmonary lobes are
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separated supply branches for both vessels and
airways1-3.
Lung lobe segmentation is relevant in clinical
applications particularly for treatment planning. The
location and distribution of pulmonary diseases are
important parameters for the selection of a suitable
treatment. Locally distributed emphysema can be
treated more effective by lobar volume resection
than homogeneously distributed emphysema.
Another application is quantitative monitoring of
pulmonary diseases such as emphysema or fibrosis.
A lobe-wise analysis shows the progression of the
disease in more detail4. Computed tomography (CT)
allows visualization of the lungs within a few
seconds. Since typical scans with high anatomical
details contain over 400 slices with sub millimeter
resolution for each direction, manual segmentation is
time consuming and there is demand for automatic
lung lobe segmentation methods5.
Related Works6-10
Based on computed tomography (CT) scans3, the
following steps are performed. 1) The volume data is
preprocessed and the vessels are segmented. 2) The
skeleton of the vessels is determined and
transformed into a graph enabling a geometrical and
structural shape analysis. Using this information the
different intrahepatic vessel systems are identified
automatically. 3) Based on the structural analysis of
the branches of the portal vein, their vascular
territories are approximated with different methods.
These methods are compared and validated
anatomically by means of corrosion casts of human
livers. 4) Vessels are visualized with graphics
primitives fitted to the skeleton to provide smooth
visualizations without aliasing artifacts.
Fissure detection is accomplished in two stages: an
initial fissure search and a final fissure search. A
fuzzy reasoning system is used in the fissure search
to analyze information from three sources: the image
intensity, an anatomic smoothness constraint, and the
atlas-based search initialization11.
Segmentation of Pulmonary Lobes
The segmentation of pulmonary lobes is challenging
because of anatomical variation and incomplete
fissures8. On the one hand, pathologies can deform
the lobes and make the fissures unrecognizable. And

on the other hand, even in patients with normal lung
parenchyma the fissures are often not complete;
these are examples of incomplete and deformed
fissures. For cases with incomplete fissures
radiologists infer the lobar boundaries using
information from the bronchi and vessel trees. Since
there are usually no major supply branches between
the lung lobes the lobar boundaries are defined in
between the bronchi and vessel branches4.
Automatic lung and Lung Lobe Segmentation
It is a framework for automatic lung and lung lobe
segmentation. The lobe segmentation was based on a
watershed transformation that takes an analysis of
lobar airways and vasculature into account. It was
robust against missing fissures but therefore
frequently inaccurate at clearly visible fissures. The
method had been applied to more than 1000 dataset
but was not quantitatively validated1.
Pulmonary Lobe Segmentation
Here it presented pulmonary lobe segmentation
similar to Kuhnig K et al. In the first step, the lobes
were segmented by a watershed transformation
based on a distance map of the vasculature and
markers from the labeled bronchi tree. In the second
step, a 3-D optimal surface detection was performed
in a region of interest (ROI) around the initial
segmented fissures to refine the lobe boundaries. As
a last step, incomplete fissures were extrapolated
based on a fast-marching method7.
PROPOSED SYSTEM12-19
Prerequisite Segmentations
In the first step lungs are segmented since all other
segmentations are only performed inside the lung
regions. A good lung segmentation is a prerequisite
for the here presented lobe segmentation approach.
The lung segmentation applied achieved the best
performance in the LOLA11 challenge. It is based on
previous work and therefore not described in this
paper. Describe the segmentation of the vessels,
fissures, and bronchi. Note that any vessel, airway,
or fissure segmentation could be plugged into the
method without adaptation1 (Figure No.1).
Pulmonary Vessels
Based on the assumption that there are usually no
major vessels at the lobar boundaries1, the distance
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to the pulmonary vasculature is a suitable feature to
detect lobar boundaries. Before thresholding a
downscaling with clamping is applied to reduce
memory requirements. With the following equation

the dataset Vorig is scaled down to the 8-bit range [0,
255] where 255 marks voxels outside the lung mask
L.

The resulting dataset Vds is threshold to receive the vessel mask V
After the thresholding, a connected component
analysis filters out structures with a volume of less
than 2 ml to separate the interconnected vasculature
from smaller, isolated high-density structures such as
thickened parts of the fissures.
Pulmonary Fissures
The first step of the fissure segmentation process is
an enhancement of the fissures based on the eigen
values of the Hessian matrix that gives a fissure
probability for each voxel. Fissures can locally be
modeled as a sheet where the eigen value orthogonal
to the fissure plane is large, and the other two eigen
values are small1.

Bronchi
In CT images3, the airway lumen is dark and
separated from the parenchymal tissue by thin
airway wall structures that appear brighter. First, to
reduce noise, a Gaussian smoothing with fixed
kernel width is applied to the image although the
blurring increases the partial volume related
problems. Second, a bronchi enhancement filtering is
applied to the blurred image. Partial volume effects
and the additional Gaussian blurring let the lumen of
small airways appear brighter than normal air. The
goal of the bronchi enhancement filtering is to detect
voxels that are surrounded by dense circular
structures as bronchi and to revert these volume
averaging effects by decreasing their density again.
System Architecture
Architecture diagram shows 3-D (Figure No.2)
region growing algorithm is used to extract the
airway lumen from the preprocessed image. The

region growing is initialized by detecting the trachea.
A 2-D connected component analysis of the airspace
mask finds trachea candidates and the components
that overlap in z-direction are selected to be the
trachea. Starting from the position of the minimum
gray value within the trachea, the segmentation
threshold is iteratively increased and the
segmentation volume is monitored. It from the
original chest CT scan four features is extracted to
calculate the cost image for the watershed
transformation. Then distance calculator between
blood vessel masked out, pulmonary vasculature,
bronchial tree and pulmonary fissure. All the four
inputs are equally weighted to uptime to cost image
for FCM19. Finally compute how FCM has better
performance than watershed Transformation.
Lung lobe segmentation is relevant in clinical
applications particularly for treatment planning. The
location and distribution of pulmonary diseases are
important parameters for the selection of a suitable
treatment. Locally distributed emphysema can be
treated more effective by lobar volume resection
than homogeneously distributed emphysema.
Another application is quantitative monitoring of
pulmonary diseases such as emphysema or fibrosis.
A lobe-wise analysis shows the progression of the
disease in more detail.
Watershed-Based Lobe Segmentation
The anatomical information of fissures, bronchi, and
vessels are combined into a cost image for
watershed-based lobe segmentation1. To obtain these
inputs for a chest CT scan in which the vessels,
fissures, and bronchi have been segmented the
following steps are performed: 1) the segmentations
are combined into a cost image, 2) markers for the
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watershed are computed, and 3) the lobes are
segmented using a 3-D watershed transformation and
post processing is applied.
Markers for the Watershed Segmentation
Markers should ideally be created equally distributed
throughout the lobes to get a good coverage of the
lobe areas1. To generate the markers, the different
sub trees belonging to the lobes and lobar segments
are identified in the airway tree. This is done by
searching for major bifurcations separating large sub
trees in appropriate orientations. In the first step a
directed graph is modeled from the bronchi tree with
the trachea as root. The center of gravity and volume
of the segmented voxels14 are calculated for each sub
tree.
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
The algorithm is developed by modifying the
objective function of the standard FCM algorithm
with a penalty term that takes into account the
influence of the neighboring pixels on the centre
pixels. The penalty term acts as a regularizer in this
algorithm, which is inspired from the neighborhood
expectation maximization algorithm and is modified
in order to satisfy the criterion of the FCM
algorithm18,19. The performance of our algorithm is
discussed and compared to those of many derivatives
of FCM algorithm. Experimental results on
segmentation of synthetic and real images

…….(3)
The FCM algorithm is iterative and can be stated as
follow:
1. Select m(m > 1); initialize the membership
function values µij, i = 1,2,...,n; j = 1,2,...,c.
2. Compute the cluster centers yj , j = 1,2,..., ,c .
3. Compute Euclidian distance dij, i=1,2…,n
j=1,2,…,c.
Cost Image Construction
The first feature is derived from the segmentation of
the vascular tree. The normalized result is a feature
image Vcost in the range of [0, 255] that shows high
values in the region of the lobar boundaries. Since
the fissures are the physical boundaries between the
lobes, on locations where they are present they

demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is effective
and robust.
FCM partitions a set of n objects x {x , x ,..., xn} in
Rd dimensional space into c(1 < c < n) fuzzy clusters
with y = {y1, y2 , y3 ,..., yc} cluster centers or
centroids. The fuzzy clustering of objects is
described by a fuzzy matrix µ with n rows and c
columns in which n is the number of data objects and
c in the number of clusters. Μij , the element in the ith
row and jth column in µ , indicates the degree of
association or membership function of the ith object
with the jth cluster11.
The objective function of FCM algorithm is to
minimize the following equation.

…….(1)
Where
…….(2)
In this survey there are various latest techniques used
in image segmentation which are very useful in
medical field for diagnosis of a problem. m(m > 1) is
a scalar termed as weighting exponent. M controls
the fuzziness of the resulting clusters and dij is the
Euclidian distance from object i x to the cluster
center y j. The yj, centroid of the jth cluster, is
obtained as:
indicate the exact lobar boundary and should be
emphasized1. Thus, to get the feature image Fcost in
the range of [0, 255] with high values at the fissures,
is squared, inverted, and normalized
…….(4)
Where vmax is the maximum value of the image.
The last feature is based on the observation that due
to the small of the fissure enhancement filter
pathological thick fissures are not always detected by
the fissure segmentation. In high-resolution chest CT
scans the fissures, and especially pathological thick
fissures, show higher density than the surrounding
lung parenchyma. Thus the fourth feature Ocost is the
original CT scan Vorig, normalized and clamped to
the range [0, 255]. The vasculature is masked out
since vessels usually show even higher density than
thick fissures.
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…….(5)
In order to obtain the final cost image, the four features are combined with equal weight

By combining the four input features false positive
responses of individual features are reduced since
those areas that have a high value in all individual
cost images are enhanced.
Lobe Segmentation and Post processing
To obtain lobe segmentation from the cost image
cost and the markers, the 3-D watershed
transformation proposed by [1] is performed. Down

…….(6)
sampling of the cost image to a resolution of 1.5mm
X 1.5mm X 1.5mm is applied to reduce calculation
time. The applied water shed algorithm separates
regions with local maxima in between and can be
used with an arbitrary number of markers. The
borders between the obtained lobes after the
watershed segmentation are not always smooth due
to local variations in the cost image.

Figure No.1: Anatomical variation of pulmonary lobes slices with labeled lobes Red = upper lobe,
Blue = middle lobe, Green = lower lobe
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Figure No.2: System Architecture
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I have presented a fast automatic lobar
segmentation method and shown in an extensive
series of experiments with 75 CT scans that the
method performs well and is robust against missing
fissures. Pathological thick fissures are sometimes
not detected as fissures but as vessels. Thus, for
these cases the lobe segmentation does not exactly
follow the lobar fissures. The weight of the fissures
in the cost image is equal to the weights of the other
inputs. Such a low weight allows a high degree of
independence against missing fissures compared to a
higher weight which can increase the accuracy of the
segmentation. For future work we want to set the
weight of the inputs of the cost image dynamically
based on a confidence estimation of the vessel,
bronchi, and fissure segmentation. Future work will
focus on adaptively deciding the penalized parameter
of this algorithm as well as compensating for the
intensity in homogeneity while segmenting the
image data.
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